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ISALE TRADE LIST intended for members of the trade only. Do not pass it on to 

rs unless they are actually engaged in the nursery trade. 

a days net to regular customers with established credit; cash with order 5% 

: CSS « 

‘IN of all seeds or plants either North Dakota or Montana unless ctherwise stated. 

have been through a multiple washing process and all floaters removed. 

IALF POUNDS at pound rate plus ten cents. 
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J [PERUS SCOPULORUM (Silver Cedar) Berries guaranteed to meet a 60% minimum eutting 

test @ 50¢ per pound. Cleaned seed © $4.00 per pound. 

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS: Golden tipped Bush Juniper. d.b. ©@ $1.00 per pound. 

JUNIPERUS HORIZONTALIS: Blue creeping Juniper. d.b. @ $1.00 pound. Stratified 

seed ready for spring planting @ $7.50 per pound. 

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA: Platte River variety. d.b. ©@ 35¢ per pound. 

ACER GLABRUM: Mountain Maple shrub. $1.50 1b. 

AMBLANCHEIR ALWNIFOLIA: Montana Serviceberry. dsb. ©@ 75¢ per pound. 

ARCTOSTAPHYLOS UVA-URSI: Bearberry or Kinnikinnick. d.b. @ $1.00; cos. @ $5.00 1b. 

CELAS TRUS SCANDENS: Bittersweet. c.s. @ $2.00 per pound. 

CRLTIS OCCIDENTALIS: Nebraska Hackberry. d.b. @ 40% per pound. 

CORNUS STOLONIFERA: d.b. @ $1.25 per pound. 

GRATAEGUS DOUGLASII: Blue Haw. d.be @ 60¢ per lb. 

ELEABGIUS ARGENTEA: Dakota Silverberry shrub. c.S- @ $1.25 per 1b. 

ECHINOPANAX HORRIDUM: Montana Devil's Club. d.b. @ $1.50 per pound. 

FRAXINUS LANCHOLATA: Dakota green ash. 25¢ per pound. 

GLEDITSIA INERMIS: Nebraska Honey Locust. 30¢ per pound. 

MAHONIA REPENS: Creeping Oregon grape. d.b. @ $1.25 per pound. 

MORUS ALBA TARTARTCA: Russian Mulberry. $1.25 per pound. 

PINUS PONDEROSA SCOPULORUM: $1.50 per pound. 

PWUNUS AMERICANA: Dakota wild plum. Washed pits @ 50% per pound. 

PRUNUS MELANOCARPA: Dakota black chokecherry washed pits ©@ 75¢ per pound. 

RHUS TRILOBATA: Western aromatic sumac. d.b. @ 50¢ per pound. 

RIBES SETOSUM: Dakota dwarf ornamental gooseberry. d.b. @ $2.00 per lb. 

ROSA ‘PRATINCOLA: Prairie wild rose. c.S. @ $3.00 per pound. 

ROSA WOODSII: Western wood rese. o.s. @§2.00 per pound. 

RUSSIAN OLIVE: d.be © 20¢ per pound; 100 pounds or more @15¢ per pound. 

SHEPHERDIA ARGENTEA: Silver Buffaivberry. db. © 75¢ 1b. o-8. © 34.00 Ib. 

SHEPHERDIA CANADENSIS: Canadian Buffaloberry. d.b. @ $2.50 per lb. 

SORBUS SCOPULINA: Mountain ash. d.b. © 75¢ per pound. 

THUYA OCGIDSITTALIS: Minnesota Arbor vitea. $3.50 1b. Supply limited. 

ULMUS AMERICANA: Dakota American elm. 50¢ per pound. 

It is regretted that many conifer items are missing from this list. The cone 

crop of many of the northern evergreens failed last season in our collection area. 

An effort is still being made to locate northern grown seeds of many badly needed it- 

ems but so far search has been fruitless. . 
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WILDFLOWER SEEDS 

FRACTIONAL OUNCE LOTS AT OUNCE RATE PLUS TEN CENTS. 

NORTH D/.KOTA ‘TLDFLOWERS 

ACTINEA AGLULIS 
ARNICA ALPINA (fulgens ) 

ANEMONE PATENS NUTTALLIANA 

ASTER: PTALMICOIDES 
ASTRAGALUS BISULCATUS 

att CRASS ICARPUS 

id PREOTINATUS 

BRAUNERIA (echinacea )angusti- 

; folia 

CALOGHORTUS HUTTALLII 
CHRYSOPSIS VILLOSA 

CLEOME-SERRULATA. (annual) 

CLEMATIS LINGUS TICIFOLIA 

ERIGERON ASPER 
PEILADELPHI CUS 

FRITILEARIA A TROPURPU REA 

GUM TRIFLORUM A 

HRDEOMA NANA Packets © 25¢ 

LEPACHYS COLUMNARIS:. 

LESQUERELLA ALPINA 

LIATRIS PUNCTATA 
LINUM LBVISII 
LITHOS PERMUM LINWARIFOLIUM 

LUPINUS PUSILLUS (annual) 

MALVAS TRUM COCCINEUM 

MAMILLARL’ MISSOURIENSIS 

MENTZELIA DECAPETELA 

MERIOLIX SERRULATA Packets 252 

MERTENSIA LANCHOLATA 

OPUNTIA POLYCANTHA 

OXYTROFIS LJMBERTII . 

ORNOTEER. CAESPITOSA 
ENTS TEMON ALBIDUS 

A}!GUS TI FOLIA 
" GRUNDI FLORA 
" ‘ GRACILIS 
° * HITIDUS 

PRTALOS T TeMOM CANDIDUS 
PU RPUREUS 

RUMEX VENOSUS 
RANUNCULUS CYMBALARIA 
SIS RINCHIUM As] GUS TIFOLIUM 
STANLEYA PINNATA 
THERMOPSIS ‘RHOMBIFOLIA © 
VIOLA NUTTALLITI r 
VIOLA ADUNCA 
YUCCA GLAUCA 

OZ. 

$ 1.50 

1.50 
1.00 
1.50 
1.00 
1.50 
1.50 

1 00 
1.50 
1.00 

|, heb 
1.00 
1.00 
YH00 
1.50. 
2.00 

ROCKY MOUNT! AIN “WILD FLOWERS 

ANEMONE GLOBOSA 
ARENARIA CAPILLARIS 

can _ CONGES TA 
“ ARNICA CORDIFOLIA 

Mt PANICULATA ~ 
AQUILEGIA COBRULEA 

'BALSAMHORRHIZA SAGITTATA 

BRODIABA DOUGLASII 
CALOGHO RTUS EURYCARPUS 

- MACROCARPA 
CAMASSTA GUAMISH 
CAS TILLEJA HISPIDA | 

MINIATA 

CLEMATIS COLUMBIANA 
* DOUGLAS II 

CORNUS. CANADENSIS © 
DELPHINIUM BICOLOR 
DODECATHEON CUSICKII 

RADICATUM 
DOUGLASIA MONTANA 
ERIGERON COMPOSITUS 
ERIOPHYLLUM LANATUM 
ERYTHRONIUM GRANDIFLO&UM 
FRITILLARIA PUDICA 
GAILLARDIA ARISTATA 
HUECHERA GLABELLA 
HYDROPHYLLUM CAPITATUM 
IRIS MISSOURIENSIS 
LEWISIA REDIVIVA 

. MIMULUS LEWISTI 
i GUTTATUS 

PEDICULARIS GREENLANDICA 
PEN TS TEMON CON FERTUS 

ERIANTHE RA 
" FRUTICOSUS 
Woe KT RKWOODT I 
" CYALGT Rt 
Bag MISSOULIENSIS 
7 OVATUS FILOSUS 
i ‘PINETO RUN | 
1 PROCERUS 

POLEMONIUM HAYDENII 
‘POTENTILLA CONVALLARIA 

RANUNCULUS GLABERRIMUS 

i PLATYPHYLLUS 
SAXIFRAGA AUS TROMONTANA 
SYNTHYRIS RUBRA 

" TRILLIUM OVATUM 
TROLLIUS ALBAFLORUS 
VIOLA RUGULOSA 

_' XYROPHYLLUM TENAX 
ZYGADENUS GRAMINEUS 

eB 

& 2.00 
4.00 
5.00 
1.00 
1.26 
2.50 
a0’. 

V.26 
4.00 
4.00 
«D0 

4.00 
3.00 
2.00 
1.00 
250 

iv50 
3 00 
200 
4.00 
2.00 
2.50 
1.00 
LSC 
s75 

2.00 
1.50 
+50 

4.50 
3.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.50 
1.50 

* 3,00 
3.00 

2.00 
8.00 
2.00 
1.50 
4.00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.00 
5.00 
2.50 

* 2.00 
2.50 

2.00 
1.00 
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NATIVE PLANTS 

No less than 10 plants of a specie sold. Experimenters who desire a voriety of plants 

may have them at the 100 rate if total order consists of 100 plants or more. If order 

is less than 100 plants add 17 for ‘each plant- 

Prices quoted, on board, Medora, N. D. No packing charge. 

ACTINEA ACAULIS: Commonly called the Butte Marigold. It is densely caespitese with 

silky leaves. The inch-wide golden yellow flowers are bourn on stiff stems not over 

four inches high. A beauty for the dry rock garden. June to late July in this area. 

$3.00 per hundred. 

ANEMONE PATENS NUTTALLIANA: (Pulsatille hirsutissima) Prairie pasque flower is the 

first flower of spring on the Northern prairios. The large lavender cup-like flowers 

occur in May Price $3.00 per hundred plants. Seed $1.00 per ounce. 

ANEMONE CYLINDRICA: White flowers followed by cotton balls that are developed when 

the cylinder-like seed cone bursts. The cotton bulls remain throvgheut the winter and 

are probably the most distinctive feature of the plant. Preters cool slopes or shade. 

$3.00 per 100 plants. ae) 

APOCYNUM ANDROSAEMIFOLIUM: Spreading dogbano. About one foot high. Glossy foliage. 

Flowers pink, drooping and vory fragrant. Prefers deep shade. $3.00 per hundred. 

ARNICA ALPINA: (A fulgens) One of the few plants of this genus adapted to dry con= 

ditions. A dwarf plant that rarely excecds 12 inches in height. The flowers are 

large and bright golden color- prefers full sun and poor clay soil but drainage is 
st 

essential. $3.00 per 100 plants. 
. 

ARTEMISIA CANA: Valley sage brush. Maximum growth about 3 feet. Foliage is silvery 

and remains on plants through winter months. Price for seedling plants 34.00 per 100. 

ARTEMISIA DRACUNULOIDES: Green or dragon Sage. A graceful plant of drouping appeare 

ance. The foliage. is exceedingly fine. Maximum height about 2 feet. Price for seed= 

ling plants $3.00 per hundred. | 

ARTEMISIA PRIGID.: Our little fringed sage owe to be doing well wherever we sell 

it. It is silvery in color and foliage is soft and silky to the touch. About eight to 

twelve inches‘ high. Seedling plants © $3.00 per hundred. 

ARTEMISTA LONGIFOLIA: Long leaf sagebrush. For dry locations. About 18 inches high. 

Seedling plants @ $3.00 per hundred. | ; 

ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA: . Desert sage. A low compact greenish-gray shrub. Ideal for 

that dry spot where other plants cannot survive. Seedling plants © $3.00 per hundred. 

ASTER LAEVIS: Smooth blue aster. An exceedingly showy plant for the lato fall garden. 

The flowers are of varying hues ranging from blue to purple. $3.00 per hundred, . 

ASTER MULTIFLORUS: Wreath aster. This little plant can be made more beautiful by ex- 

cessive pruving. The drooping branches are covered with masses of tiny white blossoms, 

$3.00 per one hundred plants. 

ASTER OBLONGIFOLIUS: The showy "DAKOTA ASTER", Drought resistant in the extreme. 

Plant grows in @® mound shape not over 12 inches high. The inch-wide blue flowers are 

exceedingly numerous and the blooming period extends from early September until freeze= 

up.» Price $3.00 per hundred plants. 

ASTER PTARMICOIDES: The. little white upland aster. It favors steep banks along ridge- 

tops in the badlands. Not over ten inches high. Blooms in August. 83 .00 per hundred. 

ASTRAGALUS BISULCATUS: Commonly called two-grooved Milk Vetch. <A showy shrub-like 

perennial of the legume family. Prefers north slopes. The showy reddish=purple flowers 

grow on stiff spikes and occur sn June. $5.00 por hundred plants. Seed 31.00 per ounce. 

ASTRAGALUS TRIPHYLLUS: Tufted milk vetch; plant is caespitose with silky leeves.. The 

masses of cream-colored flowers are stomloss and appear in carly spring. Dry location: 

and in full sun. An ideal rock garden subject. Price $5.00 per hundred plants. 

ASTRAGALUS MIS3OURIENSIS: A prostrate legume. The silvery leaves remain attractive | 

all winter. The large pea-like purple blossems grow on long stems and mre ideal cut © 

flowers. ull sun in 4 dry location and favurs any type of soil. $3.00 per hundred. 

BRODIARA DOUGLASSII: Commonly called Wild Hyacinth, Blue flowers on wiry stems. Sun 

or light shade. A Rocky Mountain plant. 5,00 per 100 bulbs. 
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C’MASSTA OUAMISH: Blue Camass prefers 4 cool, damp soil during its blosscming period 

in early spring. Ideal for cut flowers. The blue blossoms occur in lay and June. 

18 inches high. $3.00 per hundred bulbs. 

CAMPANULA ROTUNDIFOLIA: Our little prairie bell flower. Ten Inches. Prefers cool 

slopes but not too much moisture. Gravel soil and drainage. $3.00 per hundred. 

CRRASTIUM ARVENSE: Prairie Chickweed. The pteals are divided into two points making 

a ten point flower. Prefers cool location. 33.00 per hundred plants. 

CHRYSOPSIS VILLOSA: Golden Aster. Ideal for a tough dry location. Yellow flowers 

massed on the semi-sprawling plant. August and September. $3.00 per hundred. 

CHRYSOTHAMNUS GRAVEOLENS: Shrub Golden Red or Rabbit brush. Keep cut back to about 

2 feet. In Yeptember the plant is a golden mound. Seedlings © $5.00 per hundred. 

CHRYSOTHAIIUS MAUSTOSUS: A little dwarf only about 8.inches high. It is a mass of 

silvery stems that in late August and September turn to 4 mound of gold. This plant 

likes the very hottest locations. $5.00 per 100 seedlings. _ 

CLEMATIS LINGUSTIFOLIA: Virgin's Bower. Masses. of white blossoms that later turn to. 

bunches of silky dowm that remain on the climbing plant most of the winter. $5.00 per 

hundred plants . 
Ve ‘ 

CALOCHORTUS NUTTALLII: © Mariposa, or Sego Lily. Fall delivery only. Bulbs $3.00 per 100. 

DELPHINIUM BICOLOR: Dwarf Larkspur. Shade or .semi-shade. $3.00 per hundred. 

DOUGLASTA MONTANA: Moss Pink. Starts Bloaming in late March in the Rocky Mountain re= 

gion. Remains evergreen. Ideal rockery plant. $4.00 per hundred. 

ECHINACEA ANGUSTIFOLIA: Prairie Cone Flower. Prickly mahogany center surrounded by 

drooping pink rays. 12 to 18 inches. July+ Full sun and drainage. $5.00 per hundred. 

ERIGERON ASPER: Fleabane daisy. 1¢ inches. Flowers daisy-like about one itich wide. 

Seems to thrive under any condition. $3.00 per hundred. 

ERIOGONUM FLAVUM: Dwarf golden buckwheat. Full sun and drainage. 6 inches. Flowers on 

open cymes first golden and later turning to rose. $3.00 per hundred. 

ERYTHRONIUM GRANDIFLORUM: Dog-toothed Violet. Also called Glacier Lily. Cool shady 

location. Bright yellow flowers appear in May. $3.00 per hundred. 

RUROTIA LANATA: Winter Fat or White Sage. Dwarf shrub not over 8 inches. Silvery col- 

or with slender spikes of cottony seeds that remain on plant through winter monthse 

Tdeal for arid rock garden. $3.00 per hundred seedlings. | 

FPRITILLARIA ATROPURPUREA: Leopard Lily or Bronze Fritillaria. Not over 8 inches. 

Prefers sand and full sun, For fall delivery only. $3.00 per hundred bulbs. 

GAURA COCCINEA: Waving Butterfly. A dainty little plant with Spikes of odd flowers 

that are very fragrant. Blossoms are first white later tuming deep pink. Plant likes 

full sun and drainage. $3.00 per hundred plants. | 

GALIUM BOREALE: Ladies bedstraw. Masses of tiny white flowers on wiry stems. 12 to 

18 inches. Hither sun or shade. $3.00 per hundred. 

HEDROMA NANA; A dainty bushlet not over 8 inches high. It is mound shaped and the tiny 

mint-like flewers are light purple. The plant emits @ pleasing fragrance. For dry sun- 

ny locations. $3.00 per hundred.’ 

HEDYSARUM CINSRESCENS; A showy pe that is characterized by compact spikes of waxy 

pink pea-like blossoms. About 1: inches. June. $3.00 per hundred plants. _ 

LEPACHYS COLUMNARIS: Long-headed cone flower. The head is of the sun flower type | 

with an elongated center which bears numerous small brown flowers. The rays yellow, 

with cececasional plants a velvety purple. 35.00 per hundred. 

LESQUERELLA ALPINA; A true rockery plant best adapted to hot dry conditions. Mound 

shape, not over three inches high. The masses of goldcn flowers appear in late May 
5 ie 

giving the little plant the appearance of a golden pinchshion. $3.00 per 100 plants. 

LEUCOCRINIUM MONTANUM: Fragrant Sand Lily. The many stemless lily-like blossoms ap-~ 

pear from a tuft of grass-like leaves in very varly spring. Exoceding fragrant. 

$5.00 per hundred. , : 

LIATRIS PUNCTATA: Dwarf Blazing Star. Compact spikes of purple blossoms in late Aug- 

ust. About 8 inches high. Dry and sunny location. $3.00 per hundred. 

LEWISIA REDIVIVA: Montana Bitterroot. State Flower of Montana. $3.00 per hundred 

transplants. 
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LINUM LEWISTA: Wild blue flax, $3.00 per hundred plants. 

LITHOSPE RIUM LINNARIFOLIUM: Puccoon. Sandy soil and full sun. Eight inches tall. 

Lemon colored blossoms very numerous and blooming period continues for some time. 

33.00 per hundred plants. 

LUPINUS ARGUITSA: Lupine. A showy plant of robust proportions, Unlike most Lupines 

this plant prefers dry rocky locations. It is. fully two feet high and is covered by 

masses of o,.1mpact blue spikes of pea-like blossoms. Blooming period unusually long. 

‘$5.00 per hundred plants.. Ne 

MALVASTRUM COCCINEUM: False or Flame mallow. In late June and July its many orange~ 

red blossoms glsam like fire in the contrasting silver foliage. Favors dry sterile lo- 

-gation. 83.00 por hundred plants... 

MAMILLARIA MISSOURIENSIS: Ball or Pinoushion Cactus. Waxy yellow flowers followed 

py scarlet berries. $5.00 per hundred. 

MAMILLARIA VIVIPARA : Sister plant of the above. specie. Somewhat larger than preced-= 

_ ing. specie. Blossoms carmine followed by large greenish-bronze berries. $5.00 per 

hundred plants. Specimen . clumps @ 20¢ each. 

“MEMTZELIA DECAPUTELA: Evening Star or Scoria Lily. Biennial. Large plant with ex= 

ceedingly fre grant flowers that are sometimes 5 inches wide. Blossoms open about sun@ 

down. Seedling plants @ $3.00 per hundred. i 

' MERIOLIX SERRULATA: A bushlet type of the evening primrose line. Not typical of this 

family in that its blossoms remain ‘open’ through the day. About 8 inches hich and 

“mound shape. Blooming period ‘covers abvut a month. Blossoms lemon culer, orinkly and 

about l.ineh wide. $5.00 per hundred plants. 
. 

MERTENSTA LANCHOLATA: Dwarf wild Forget-me-not.» Also called nodding blue bell. One 

of our finest floral offerings. $5.00 per hundred plants.” 

_ WONARDO FISTULOSA: Wild Bergamot. One of the showiest of the Mint Family. Late. 

June and July. , Large 2 inch blossoms purple in color. Appears best in massed stands. 

$3.00 per hundred plants. ith 3 

OPUMTIA PRAGILIS: Brittle cactus. $3.00.per hundred plants. 

OPUNTIA POLYCANTHA: Prickly Pear Cactus. One of our showiest floral offerings. 

Large double blossoms of waxy yellow that are Sometimes fully four inches wide and 

are massed on tips of pear shaped joints. Plant sprawls, not over six inches high 

but may cover several feet in area. Sesdlings @ $3.00 per hundred. 

OREOCARYA GLOMERATA: Butte Candle. While normally a biennial it Will Sct like a 

perennial if cut back immediately after blooming. The spikes of snowy forget=me-not 

‘blossoms ocour ii June and July and are very fregrant. Seedling plants © $3.00 per 

hundred. 

OXYTROPIS J,AMBERTIT: Purple.Loco. Dense spikes of purple blossoms on stiff stems 

oceur in June. 35-00. per hundred. Py eet ee | 

OENOTHERA GABSPITOSA;: (Pachylophus caespitosus) Butte Evening Primrose widely known 

under the misnomer of “Gumbo Lily". One of our outstanding offerings. Plaut is 

caespitose, flowers 2 to 4 inches wide, stemless, and very fragrant. Blossoms open 

sin earl evening and remain open until about ten the following day when they turn 

pink and fade. Starts blooming in late May and.continues until September is drought 

does not hit tco soon. $3.00 per hundred plants. 

PENTS TEMON ANGUSTIFOLIA: Slender compact spikes of blue flowers. Mey. $3.90 per 

hundred plants. — | oh 

PENTSTEMON ALBIDUS: White flowering. July. Prefers sterile soil and full sun. 

$3.00 per hundred plants. meh? ; 

PEN TS TEMON. ERIAU THERA (P. cristatus) Crested Beardtongue. Large light purple flowers. 

dry sunny location and clay soil. $3.00 per hundred. . 

- PENTSTEMON GRiCILIS: A dainty. 1ittle beardtongue that favors cool grassy slopes. 

Light blue flowers. June. $3.00 per hundred. | | | 

PENTSTEMON GRAM DIFLORUS: A tall plant. Leaves thick and waxy. Flowers pink to 

light purple and very large. About two foet high. $3.00 per hundred plants. 

PENTSTEMON NITIDUS: Dwarf Blue. Outstanding beardtongue and especially .dapted to 

dry rock garden. May $3.00 per hundred plants. 

PETALOSTEMON CANDIDUS: White Prairie Clover. Sand and full sun. $3,00 per hundred. 
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PeNTALOS TEMON PURPUREUS: Purple Prairie clover. Favors @ variety of soils and con- 

ditions. $3.00 per hundred plants. 

PHLOX HOODII: Moss Phlox. Very early bloomer. Plant forms a mat that turns to snowy 

white when in bloom. $3.00 per hundred. | 

PHYSARIA BRASSICOIDES: Double bladderpod. Mound shape about 4 inches high. Leaves 

silvery and gold color through winter months. Numerous yellow flowers tum plant to a 

golden mound. Sand and in full sun. Early May. Belongs in the dry rock garden. 

$3.00 per hundred plants. 

POLYGALA ALBA: White milkwort. About eight inches high. Flowers on slender finger~ 

like, drooping spikes. Dry gravely soil preferred. $3.00 per hundred plants. 

PSORALFA RSCULENTA; Indian turnip. About & inches high. Compact spikes of pale blue 

pea-like blossoms in June. Root is edible. Dry sunny location. $5.00 per hundred, 

POTENTILLA PHUTICOSA: Shrubby Cinquefoil. 4 to 6 inch seedlings @ $3.00 per hundred. 

PYROLA ELLIPTIC..: Native Wintergreen. Shade and good soil $3.00 per hundred plants. 

RANUNCULUS CYMBALARIA; Trailing buttercup. Masses of tiny yellow buttercups fairly 

hide the glossy little plant. Sand and moisture. $3.00 per hundred plants. 

RUMEX VENOSUS: Pink or hyacinth flowering dock. Large showy bunches of pink flowers 

in dune. Sandy soil. Good to control blew sand. $3.00 per hindred plants. 

SENECIO CANUS: Silver leaves, yellow flowers-about 10 inches high. Prefers dry sunny 

location. Exeellent for dry rock garden. July. $3.00 per hundred plants. . 

SENECIO PLATTENSIS: Dark green leaves, flowers yellow. 18 inches. Prefers cool gras= 

sey slopess $3.00 per hundred. A 

SISYRINCHIUM ANGUSTIFOLIA: Blue Eyed Grass. A dainty member of the Iris family. Likes 

sandy soil and semi-shade. $3.00 per hundred plants. ; 

SMILACINA STELLATA: Star-flowored Solomon's Seal. Slightly fragrant white flowers 

on drooping spikes followed by striped berries that are very attractive. Shady lo- 

cations and heavy soils. $3.00 per hundred plants, 

STANLEYA PINNATA: Golden Plume. A robust perennial that is extremely showy. Flowers 

massed on long gulden plumes. 18 to 24 inches. Full sun and any soil so long as there 

is good drainage. Nursery raised seedlings $3.00 per hundred. 

S TEI RONEMA CILIATUM: Fringed Lossestrife. Semi-shade. About 2 feet or more. Inch 

to 1 inch vellow flowers in axis of leaves. Requires good soil and some moisture. 

55,00 per hundred plants. 

TOWMISENDIS EXCAPA: Easter Daisy. Another fine rockery plant. Tufted, large white to 

slightly pink stemless flowers in May. Only hot dry location will do. $3.00 per 100. 

TRADES CANTIA OCCIDENTALIS : Spiderwort...also called "Spider Lily". Deep indigo blue 

3 petal flowers in June. Sand and full sun. 33.00 per hundred plants. | 

TER RMOPSIS RHOMBIFOLIA: False Lupine or Golden Peas. 6 to 8 inches high. Bunches of 

yellow pea-like blossoms in late May and June. Full sun and clay soil. $3.00 per 

hundred plants. | 

VIOLA ADUNGA: Short stemmed blue for sunny location. $3.00 per hundred. 

FIOLA NUTTALLII: Yellow prairie violet. $3.00 per hundred. Also @ sun lover. 

VIOLA RUGULOSA: White wood violet. Shade only. $5.00 per hundred. 

WOODSIA OREGANA (?) A dwarf fern adapted to dry rocky Locations. Abcut 4+ to 6 inches 

high. $3.00 per hundred. | | 

YUCCA GLAUGA: Evergreen, tall showy spikes of large greenish-white flowers in June. 

Nursery raised seedlings @ $5.00 per hundred. 
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FROSION CONTROL MATERIAL 

GRASSES 

AGROPYRON SMITHII: Western wheatgrass. Spreads rapidly by creeping rhyzemes. Also & 

top forage grass. 100 plants @ $1.50. 

AGEOPYRON SPICATUM: Bluebunch wheatgrass. A true bunch grass adapted to steep hill- 

sides and drought conditions. $1.00 per hundred plants. 

ANDROPOCGON SCOPARIUS: Little Blue stem grass. Steep hill sides, $1.50 per hundred. 

POUTELOUA GRACILIS: Glue Grama. predominating specie of northern prairies. Highest 

palatability index of any native grass. Typical bunch grass that spreads rapidly and 

forms dense mat of short grass leaves. 40¢ per hundred plants. 

BOUTELOUA CURTIPENDULA: Side Oats Grama, Adapted to steep hillgides. About 12 inches 

high. Somewhat ornamental. $1.00 per hundred plants. 

BUCHLOE DACTYLOIDES; Buffalo Grass. Spreads rapidly by stolons. Top palatability 

rating. Dces well for lawns in semi-arid regions. 40¢ per hundred plants. 

CALAMOVILFA LONGIFOLIA: Big Sand Grass (3 to 5 feet) Excellent for controlling 

blow sand. 62.00 per hundred plants. 

ORYZOPSIS HYMENOIDES: Indian Rice Grass. Typical bunch grass that is found mostly in 

pateohes of blow sand where it thrives. $1.50 per hundred plants. 

ORYZOPSIS MICRANTHA: Littleseed Rice Grass. For shady locations only. $1.00 per 

hundred. 

POA SECUNDA: Sandberg's Blue Grass. Leaves entirely basal. Bunch grass type prob= 

ably most drought resistant of blue grusses. Ideal for burnout Spots on lawns. $1.00 

per 100 plauts. 

MUHLENBERGIA CUSPIDATA: Semi-bunch type that favors extremely steep banks and slides. 

About 12 inches high. Tough and wiry. $1.00 per hundred. 

STIPA VIRIDULA: Feather Bunchgrass,. Bunchgrass, excellent for forage. $1.00 per 

hundred. 

OTHER PLANTS 

CAREX PILIFOLIA: Niggerwool Sedge. For dry locations. $2.00 per hundred plants. 

PSORALEA LANCEOLATA: An excellent plant for controlling blow sand. “Makes a thick 

netwerk of rhyzomes» $2.00 per hundrid plants. 

RHUS TRILOBATA: Western Aromatic Sumic shrub. Ornamental and good for erosion con~ 

trol. Best in hot dry location. $5.00 per 100 plants from 5 to 12 inches high. 

ATRIPLEX NUTTALLII: Salt Sage. For dry panks. $3.00 per hundred plants. 

ATRIPLEX CONTERTIFOLIA: Shad Seale bush. Also ornamental. Gray colured shrub,mound 

shaped, thorny, about 12 to 18 inches high. Seedlings @ $5.00 per hundred. 

AROMATIC CEDAR WOOD FOR WOODCRAFTSMEN 

I have a quantity of seasoned logs in any sizo you may want, either straight or twist- 

ed grain. State your specific requirements and I'll quote you. Experimental lot of 

100 lbs. ussorted pieces @ 3% per pound. 

MOSS AGATE ROCKS 

Have a nice lot of stuff suitable for the most exacting professional. Price $1.00 

per pound. aw 
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